
 
 
 

English Maths Wellbeing (PSHE, SMSC & PE) 

Task 1 – Phonics. Here are some simple sounds. Sh, th, ch, oo, ar. Go on 

a hunt around your home or garden and try find people, objects or places 

that contain the same sound. Make a list and draw a picture of the items 

you find for each sound. E.G. shoe, art, book. 

Task 2 – Conjunctions. Here are some conjunctions. Because, If, And, 

When. Think about all the things that make you unique and write 6 

sentences about yourself using these conjunctions. E.G. I like to play 

football because it’s lots of fun.  

Task 3 – There, Their and They’re. Use a dictionary (or google) to 

look up the the meaning of these three words. Create a poster helping 

people to use the correct word. Here is and example.  

Task 4 – Expanded Noun Phrases. Pick five objects from around your 

house and put them in front of you. These can be toys, games, ornaments 

or whatever you can find. These are your nouns. Create an expanded 

noun phrase using two adjectives to describe your nouns. E.G. The fluffy, 

cuddly teddy bear. Write a noun phrase for each of your objects. 

Task 5 – Reading Vipers. Read a short story or chapter from the book 

you are reading. Write a review of what you liked, what you didn’t like 

and how many stars you would give the book. Challenge: Write down some 

challenging words you found in the story and look up what they mean. 

Task 1- Draw and label all the coins you know, are there any other 

coins? Can you draw an array of coins to make 100p which equals £1 

and find out which coins you would need the least of? Eg. 

 
Task 2- How do we use pounds and pence? Find 5-10 items from 

around your home. Can you think of a price for them Eg 

 
Can you then write this in pence? £1 and 24p, £1.24p = 124p , £6 and 

45p, £6.45 = 645p. 

Task 3 - Adding money – Label some items around your home with 

pounds and pence. Can you add 2 items together using a part part whole 

model, adding the pounds first then the pence. Eg. 

 
Task 4- Add using real money using a part part whole model. 

Extension can you subtract? 

Task 5- Continue with your times tables- work on your own or with a 

partner or maybe try a family bingo game. 

PE- Personal Challenge Workout 
 

 
Yoga- Find a quiet place on a floor to practice these 

poses for 5 seconds each. If you are comfortable in 

the pose you can hold it for a bit longer. Remember to 

breathe deeply in the poses, don’t hold your breath. 

 
Please send any pictures through to your teacher 

Humanities & The World 
(Science, History, Geography & RE) 

Creative 
(Art, DT, Music, Computing and MFL) 

Independent Learning 

Science – Bones are rigid and strong and make up the frame for your 

body called the skeleton. 

When you are fully grown your adult skeleton has 206 bones. 

How many can you name? Draw a picture or even try drawing round 

another person maybe using chalk, can you label the bones on their body? 
 

DT –Learn to Sew on a Button. You will need: A button, fabric or the 

item of clothing to sew the button on to. A needle, cotton thread and 

scissors. Ask a grown up to show and support you. When you have 

mastered sewing a button use a number of buttons to make a pattern 

on some fabric or make a material purse with a button to close it or 

a phone case. Cut a slit in the fabric to make 

a button hole for your button to go into.  

Handwriting - Practice your joined up handwriting - letters g, 

h and I. What words can you think of that start with these? 

Can you use these words in a sentence? Reading – Read a story 

and write 5 questions thinking about what you would like to 

know more about. E.g. Does Goldilocks have brothers or 

sisters? Where does the Winnie the Witch live? What is the 

name of the kingdom the wizard lives? 
 

Send us your pictures at KS2primary@grangeacademy.co.uk or upload them to Show My Homework. 

For any help contact: KS2primary@thegrangeacademy.co.uk
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English Maths Wellbeing (PSHE, SMSC & PE) 
Lesson 1 - Refresh your knowledge of phonics and use it to help you 

write clear sentences. You can play games to practice sounds and 

complete and activity to hunt for sounds. Complete the digital lesson by 

clicking the link. Challenge: watch the video in the lesson about being in 

the rainforest. Write a postcard to somebody you know explaining what 

its like to be there. 

Lesson 2 - A conjunction word is used to join two parts of a sentence 

together to make it longer. E.G. I stayed inside because I was grounded. 

Complete the digital lesson by clicking the link. Challenge: watch the 

video in the lesson about under the sea. Write sentences using 

conjunctions from todays lesson. E.G. Seaweed grows closer to the 

surface because it needs more sunlight.  

Lesson 3 - Use todays lesson to practice when to use there, their and 

they’re. E.G The food is over there. That is their lunch. They’re eating 

lunch together. Complete the digital lesson by clicking the link. 

Challenge: use the picture of the soldiers in the lesson to inspire your 

sentences. Write 3 sentences with there, their and they’re (9 sentences 

in total).  

Lesson 4 - Recap Expanded Noun Phrases and be able to identify and 

use them in a sentence. E.G. The huge, green tree. (A sentence that adds 

more detail t the noun (the tree) by using adjectives ( huge, green). 

Complete the digital lesson by clicking the link. Challenge: pick a 

character from a book you have read and write 5 expanded noun phrases 

about them. E.G. Harry Potter had old, broken glasses. His hair was black 

and messy. 

Lesson 5 - Listen to the first chapter of Harry Potter by clicking this 

link. If you have a copy of the book they you can read along. Then, once 

you have completed the first chapter, answer the VIPERS questions 

about the text. 

Lesson 1 - Converting pounds into pence. Can you solve these 

problems about turning pounds into pence and back again? Complete 

the digital lesson on SMHW by watching the video and download the 

worksheets. 

Lesson 2 - Converting pounds into pence. Think about using pounds 

and pence in the real world by watching the videos on BBC Bitesize 

by clicking the link here and then complete the worksheets on 

SMHW. 

Lesson 3 -  Adding money together. Can you solve these problems 

by adding pounds and pence together? Complete the digital lesson on 

SMHW by watching the video and downloading the worksheets. 

Lesson 4 - Subtracting money. Can you solve these problems by 

subtracting pounds and pence from a total? Complete the digital 

lesson on SMHW by watching the video and downloading the 

worksheets. 

Lesson 5 - Rockstars Battle! 3R vs 3W and only one class can reign 

supreme. Will it be Darth Relph and his 3R Empire or Princess 

Williams and her 3W rebels? Go to TT Rockstars and earn points by 

practicing your timetables. Click the link. 

Current score: 3R = 7260 points /3W = 10061 points. Battle ends 31st 

May 2020. 

  

If you are struggling to access the videos on Show My Homework you 

can find the lessons by clicking the link.  Challenge: can you complete 

the Year 3 lessons on WRH by clicking on the link. 

 

PE- Real PE is a resource that focuses on attitudes as 

well as being active and is a very easy tool to use.  The 

developers have allowed this portal to be sent securely 

home so below is the link and login should you wish to 

use it from home. 

 

The website address is: home.jasmineactive.com  

 

Parent email: parent@thegrangea-1.com 

Password: thegrangea 

 

After logging on use the three bars in the top left to 

select Real PE and then your year group and you can 

navigate through all lesson plans through the year.  

Some activities (mainly games) are not possible to do 

but many warm ups, skills and personal best challenges 

are possible from home by changing some equipment 

for things around the house.  Use those creative skills!  

Please send any pictures through to your teacher. 

 

Yoga- Cosmic kids yoga- Pokemon 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes 

   

Humanities & The World (Science, History, 

Geography & RE) 

Creative (Art, DT, Music, Computing and MFL) Independent Learning 

Science –  Refresh your memory and build your knowledge about 

skeletons and muscles using these videos. Click here. 

Test your knowledge on the body’s skeleton and muscles by taking this 

quiz. Click here. 

Computing - learn the basics of coding with turtle academy. Work 

through the lessons on each level building your knowledge and skill to 

become a professional code writer. 

https://turtleacademy.com 

Visit these websites to continue your daily lessons. 

BiteSize Daily Lessons – Recap previous learning. 

Oak National Academy – Learn some new skills. 

For any help contact: KS2primary@thegrangeacademy.co.uk

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmnxt39
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z6rvbdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zk2c92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhfgcqt
https://1drv.ms/v/s!ArH6YDyGq5BcgatuZR6_HTJmSwNzuQ
https://1drv.ms/v/s!ArH6YDyGq5BcgatuZR6_HTJmSwNzuQ
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znf4kmn
https://ttrockstars.com/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9339j6
https://kahoot.it/challenge/04856426?challenge-id=b641f547-ddbd-419b-8251-dfbc8ba37d3e_1589720228442
https://turtleacademy.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zmyxxyc/year-3-lessons/1
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-3/#schedule


 
 
 

What I have learned during the last 2 weeks … What I have enjoyed …… 
 
 
 
 
 
What I have found difficult …… 
 
 
 
 
 
What I would like to learn next …… 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Feedback from my teacher …… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

   

I enjoyed the work my teacher set    

I completed the work with a little help from an adult    

I completed most of the work independently     

I thought this work was interesting    

I had all the resources I needed to complete these activities    

Comments you would like to make to your teacher  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


